BEAUTY M&A MARKET SURGES, HIGH VOLUME
EXPECTED TO CONTINUE
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Capstone Partners is one of the largest and most active independently-owned
investment banking firms in the United States. Over the past 20 years, thousands
of business owners, investors, and creditors have trusted us to help guide their
strategic decisions and maximize financial outcomes at every stage of the
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Beauty & Wellness Industry
M&A Market Surges, High Volume Expected To Continue

KEY INDUSTRY TAKEAWAYS
Capstone Partners’ Consumer Investment Banking Group is pleased to share its Beauty & Wellness report.
Merger and acquisition (M&A) activity has surged through year-to-date (YTD) 2021, with the sector emerging
as one of the top performers within the overall Consumer industry. Private strategics are actively pursuing
accretive acquisition opportunities and private equity continues to target high growth subsegments.
1.

Demand for beauty & wellness products remains elevated, with a new generation of consumers
shaping the rise of new brands.

2.

M&A volume is on pace for a historic year driven by robust appetite among private strategic buyers,
favorable valuations, and sustained private equity interest.

3. Contract manufacturers continue to represent an attractive entry point to the industry with private
equity buyers actively bolstering their portfolio exposure.
4. Leading public companies have remained acquisitive through YTD and captured strong sales growth
despite supply chain and production headwinds.
5. Capstone is seeing a surge of new brands coming to the market targeting new generations of
consumers and their ideals including environmentally friendly, organic, and better-for-you.
Capstone Partners has developed a full suite of corporate finance solutions, including M&A advisory, debt
advisory, financial advisory, and equity capital financing to help privately owned businesses and private equity
firms through each stage of the company’s lifecycle, ranging from growth to an ultimate exit transaction.

To learn more about Capstone’s wide range of advisory services and Beauty & Wellness industry expertise,
please contact Managing Director Ken Wasik or Director Tracy Patch.
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M&A TRENDS AND HISTORIC BUYER BREAKDOWN

Makeup, Fragrances, Nail
& Lip Care Volume
Improves, Skincare
Remains M&A Leader
“Skincare remains the
most sought-after
category in Beauty, largely
due to its high price points
and margins, its lack of
fashion risk, and customer
loyalty to brands,”
commented Capstone’s
Head of Consumer
Investment Banking
Ken Wasik.

Private Strategic Buyers
Dominate Transaction
Activity, Private Equity
Remains Active
Private strategics continue
to lead buyer activity,
while public companies
have increased their
composition slightly
compared to prior year
levels. Private equity firms
have largely acted through
add-on deals to enhance
sector portfolios.
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BEAUTY & WELLNESS OUTPERFORMS BROADER CONSUMER INDUSTRY

Private strategic buyers have led transaction
activity, accounting for 47% of total deals YTD,
seeking quality brands that can be integrated into
existing offerings or offer diversification from their
product portfolios. The attainment of economies
of scale are often a motivation for acquisition,
which is supported by the healthy margin profiles
among larger industry players. Notably, EBITDA
margins of public companies in Capstone’s Beauty
& Wellness index with enterprise values (EV) in
excess of $70 million are on average 56% higher
than companies with EV below $70 million–
demonstrating the synergies that can potentially
be gained through horizontal acquisitions to
bolster market size. In addition, private equity
buyers have maintained robust appetite in the
space, accounting for 32% of total transactions.

Ken Wasik
Head of Consumer Investment Banking
“Private companies continue to make up
the largest percentage of companies
being sold. We believe this trend is
actually accelerating as challenges in
supply chain, employee retention, and ecommerce importance is moving owners
to partner with larger companies.”

Beauty & Wellness M&A Volume Outperforms
Broader Consumer Industry in 2021
Beauty & Wellness

Overall Consumer Industry

80%

YOY Percent Change

M&A transaction activity in the Beauty & Wellness
industry has continued at a fervent pace through
YTD 2021, with 75 deals announced or completed,
marking a 56% YOY increase. Notably, the sector’s
YOY volume gains have outpaced the broader
Consumer industry (+32%), which is on pace for a
historic year in dealmaking. Buyers have flocked
towards high margin brands with strong customer
retention, established DTC capabilities, and
differentiation in product formulation. In addition,
the confluence of COVID-adjusted earnings and
heightened levels of competition in deal processes
have created bifurcated bidding behavior. On one
hand, many buyers have utilized earnouts and
seller financing to justify COVID induced earnings
acceleration. On the other, dealmakers have made
note of interested parties bidding higher and
paying with cash to increase their chance of
winning the deal.
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A new generation of consumers has drastically reshaped the industry landscape, with mission-driven brands
offering sustainable, personalized, and cruelty-free products experiencing heightened demand. Emerging,
independent, and often digitally-native brands have garnered healthy buyer interest through YTD as strategics
look to expand product offerings to cater to Millennials and Generation Z, while private equity bolsters sector
portfolios through add-on acquisitions. Notably, consumer products conglomerate Procter & Gamble
(NYSE:PG) acquired plant-based DTC personal care products provider Bodewell in August for an undisclosed
sum. The acquisition of Bodewell, which completed its venture capital seed round in October 2019,
demonstrates the growing market share and consumer attention that small brands have attracted–
encouraging established industry players to gear their inorganic growth strategy towards this phenomenon.
The substantial rise of small, independent brands catering to a younger demographic has coincided with the
prevalence of contract development and manufacturing organizations (CDMOs). Often, newly established
brands do not have the resources to internally develop manufacturing capacity, formulation, and product
development and require outsourced partners to launch their product. Private equity continues to target this
subsegment, utilizing add-on acquisitions to increasingly capture strong industry tailwinds (see page seven).
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CONTRACT DEVELOPMENT & MANUFACTURING SPOTLIGHT
Contract manufacturers have experienced robust demand through YTD 2021 as brands continue to outsource
manufacturing, packaging, and product formulation to achieve cost savings and expedite product launch
timelines. In addition, it allows smaller brands to focus on the marketing of the product, rather than allocate
significant capital to building out internal production capacity. Private equity has maintained a strong
appetite for CDMO target companies, attracted to the recurring revenue profiles and lack of brand risk.

Pritzker Private Capital-backed PLZ Aeroscience
has acquired leading innovator and formulator of
hair, skin, and body products 220 Labs (July).
Terms of the transaction were not disclosed. 220
Labs operates a 200,000 square foot FDAregistered facility, manufacturing dry shampoos,
conditioners, and body sprays. The transaction
marks PLZ’s sixth acquisition in the last two years
under Pritzker’s ownership and provides PLZ with
seven personal care manufacturing facilities
across the U.S. and Canada, according to a
company press release.1

Innovations in Nutrition and Wellness (INW) has
acquired premier manufacturer of nutrition and
wellness products, Capstone Nutrition, from
Brightstar Capital partners in June for an
undisclosed sum. Capstone is a full-service
developer and manufacturer for brands across
various markets including Skincare, Specialty
Health, and Functional Food. The transaction
serves as a complementary add-on acquisition for
INW, which was purchased by Cornell Capital and
affiliated investors in March 2021 (undisclosed).

CORE Industrial Partners’ portfolio holding Arizona
Natural Resources (ANR) has acquired Marianna
Beauty Holdings for an undisclosed sum (May).
Marianna Beauty is a leading developer and
manufacturer of hair, skin, and beauty products for
retail beauty brands, professional salon brands,
private label clients, and cosmetology schools. It
offers research & development, packaging,
regulatory expertise, customized kiting, and global
sourcing competency. The addition of Marianna
significantly bolsters ANR’s product capabilities
and distribution footprint across the west coast
and Midwest U.S.

The Hut Group (LSE:THG) has acquired prestige
beauty developer and manufacturer Bentley
Laboratories for an enterprise value of $255 million
and equivalent to approximately 17.1x EBITDA. THG
is currently a customer of Bentley which
manufactures its Perricone MD brand. “The
acquisition of Bentley materially increases our
capability in beauty manufacturing and product
development, and strengthens our position as the
leading digital beauty business
globally,”
commented executive chairman and CEO Mathew
Moulding in a press release.2

Tracy Patch
Director
“Contract manufacturers continue to represent an attractive entry point for private equity
buyers, and a way to capture new product lines and/or production capacity for strategic
industry participants. Even small, single facility manufacturers are in demand to expand and
diversify a buyer’s current portfolio. Premiums are offered for manufacturers with any or all of
the following characteristics: broad mixing, blending, or bottling capabilities; a broad client
base; owned formulas; on-staff chemist(s); multiple locations and/or excess capacity.”
7
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CAPSTONE CASE STUDY
Capstone Partners advised Simply Organic Beauty
(Simply Organic or the Company), a leading
business-to-business
(B2B)
provider
of
professional-use haircare products on its majority
recapitalization with West Lane Capital Partners
LLC (West Lane), in partnership with J.P. Morgan
Asset Management’s Private Equity Group.
Founded in 2000 and based in Palm Harbor,
Florida, Simply Organic is a leading developer and
provider of luxury, professional-only, organic and
clean beauty products. The Company has built a
dedicated community of professional beauty
customers over the last twenty-years through
maintaining a strong focus on the health, wellness,
success, and continued education of the
professional beauty artisan.
Simply Organic’s most recent success in its
continually
innovative,
professional-centric
approach to the beauty industry has been the
launch of “Holistic Hair Tribe”, its unique P2C
(professional-to-consumer)
beauty
products
referral platform. The network enables salons and
stylists to sell product from Simply Organic’s
broad catalog of specialized luxury and clean
beauty products delivered directly to their clients’
homes. This unique platform has activated the
Company’s large and passionate base of salon
professionals as an extension of its sales force
while creating an expansive network of
trusted influencers.

Tracy Patch, Director at Capstone Partners, stated,
“The interest in organic and natural personal care
products among investors and strategic partners
is robust. We expect continued investment
activity in this segment of the market reflecting
consumers’ appetite and willingness to pay
premium pricing for the promise of safe, natural,
and sustainable personal care products.”

HAS BEEN ACQUIRED BY

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

“

The positioning of Simply
Organic’s unique platform of
products and value-added
services required a nuancedapproach, which Capstone
was instrumental in
delivering. I could not be more
thrilled with my decision to
engage Capstone Partners and
with their counsel and
assistance through this
transaction.

”

Scott Mitchell
Founder and CEO, Simply Organic
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SELECT PUBLIC COMPANY ACTIVITY
Public companies have actively monitored consumer preferences and have utilized organic and inorganic
growth to gain greater exposure to favorable industry tailwinds. Top industry players have engaged in several
initiatives to bolster profitability, scale, and consumer appeal including:
• Divesting non-core or low margin assets to focus on high-growth business segments
• Pursuing acquisition strategies consistent with major consumer trends of clean, sustainable, cruelty-free
beauty & wellness products
• Bolstering digital capabilities to capitalize on elevated e-commerce demand and digital offerings
• Adjusting product pricing to address supply chain constraints and rising input and transportation costs

YOY Revenue Growth: +29% (1H ‘21 ex-Japan, FX-Neutral)
LTM EBITDA Multiple: 28.8x

YOY Revenue Growth: +5.4% (1H ‘21)
LTM EBITDA Multiple: 13.0x

Shiseido (TSE:4911) announced the sale of three of its
makeup brands, bareMinerals, BUXOM, and Laura Mercier
to global private equity firm Advent International for an
enterprise value of $700 million. The transaction aligns
with Shiseido’s WIN 2023 strategy to focus on Skincare
as a core product category, with the proceeds of the
sale expected to be used to acquire new brands and
reinvest in key Shiseido skincare brands, according to a
press release.3

Unilever (LSE:ULVR) has acquired leading DTC skincare
brand Paula’s Choice (June) which will be added to its
Prestige segment. While terms of the transaction were
not disclosed, industry sources have valued the deal at
around $2 billion, equivalent to ~6.7x revenue, according
to Women’s Wear Daily.4 The acquisition highlights the
emphasis leading companies are placing on DTC
capabilities and cruelty-free skincare products.

YOY Revenue Growth: +60.2% (Q2 sales)
LTM EBITDA Multiple: 12.4x

YOY Revenue Growth: +6.4% (Q2 sales)
LTM EBITDA Multiple: 19.2x

In July, Ulta Beauty (Nasdaq:ULTA) launched a
partnership with livestreaming shopping application
Supergreat. The platform enables live videos, product
offerings, and editorial content to promote experiential
engagement among Ulta’s customer base. While
experimental, Ulta’s livestream shopping initiative
demonstrates its focus on new media to drive sales and
increase customer conversion. “While we are early in our
pilot, we've already seen encouraging results with
engagement tracking ahead of other live platforms,” said
David C. Kimbell, CEO & Director in an earnings call.5

Cost inflation and supply chain challenges have
weighted heavily on industry participants through YTD
2021. Leading producer of household, personal care and
specialty products Church and Dwight (NYSE:CHD) has
addressed this by increasing its brands’ prices to
protect gross profit. Commodity price increases,
transportation costs, and supply chain challenges have
contributed to Church & Dwight’s cumulative price
increase covering approximately 50% of its global
portfolio of brands, according to its earnings call.6
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SELECT TRANSACTIONS
Enterprise
Value (mm)

Date

Target

Acquirer

Target Business Description

10/01/21

High Time
Products

High Time Acquisitions

Manufactures and sells men’s shaving products
under the Bump Stopper brand.

09/28/21

DERMAdoctor

08/31/21

EV / LTM
Revenue
EBITDA

-

-

-

Provides skincare products including cleansers,
NovaBay (NYSEAM:NBY) exfoliators, and serums.

$15.0

-

-

Boinca

LG Household
(KOSE:A051900)

Manufactures haircare products.

$179.5

4.9x

-

08/26/21

StriVectin

Crown Laboratories

Offers skincare solutions with products including
serums, cleansers, SPF, and exfoliators.

-

-

-

08/25/21

Bodewell

Proctor & Gamble
(NYSE:PG)

Provides plant-based skincare products for eczema,
psoriasis, and sensitive skin.

-

-

-

08/25/21

Simply Organic

J.P. Morgan Asset
Develops and provides luxury, professional-only,
Management; West Lane organic and clean beauty products.

CF

CF

CF

08/11/21

Beauty Industry
Group

L Catterton; HGGC

Provides hair extensions and other
beauty products.

-

-

-

08/04/21

Atolla Skin
Health

Function

Offers personalized skincare products.

-

-

-

07/12/21

220 Laboratories

PLZ Aeroscience

Develops, manufactures, and distributes personal
care and facial products.

-

-

-

06/28/21

Naples Soap

GNS Group
(OTCPK:GNSG)

Manufactures skincare and haircare products.

-

-

-

06/15/21

Perkin & Perkin

Amyris
(Nasdaq:AMRS)

Manufactures and sells hand sanitizers.

-

-

-

06/14/21

Paula’s Choice

Unilever
(LSE:ULVR)

Provides skincare products and cosmetics.

~$2,000.0

~6.7x

-

06/08/21

The Dollar Brush

Bruush Oral
Care

Offers electric toothbrushes.

-

-

-

05/27/21

Marianna Beauty

Arizona Natural
Resources

Develops and manufactures hair and
beauty products.

-

-

-

05/18/21

Essential Labs

Firmenich

Supplies fragrance solutions through its ecommerce channel.

-

-

-

05/10/21

Bentley
Laboratories

THG (LSE:THG)

Formulates and manufactures prestige skincare
and haircare products.

$255.0

~4.6x

~23.2x

05/05/21

Asterwood
Naturals

Boosted Ecommerce

Manufactures and sells anti-ageing serums online.

-

-

-

04/22/21

Prestige
Cosmetics

Adore Me

Provides eye, lip, and face care products.

-

-

-

04/15/21

EcoFabulous
Cosmetics

Amyrise (Nasdaq:AMRS) Offers eco-friendly makeup products.

-

-

-

04/13/21

Beautycounter

The Carlyle Group
(Nasdaq:CG)

Provides skincare, body and hair products,
and cosmetics.

$1,000.0

-

-

04/05/21

Simply
Soothing

Eco Lips

Manufactures personal care products.

-

-

-

03/12/21

Conair

American Securities

Provides personal care, grooming, health, and
beauty products.

-

-

-

Blue highlight indicates Capstone closed deal; CF = confidential
Source: Capital IQ, PitchBook, FactSet, and Capstone Research
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PUBLIC COMPANY DATA
Price

% 52 Wk

Market

Enterprise

Company

10/11/21

High

Cap

Value

Revenue

EBITDA

Margin

Amorepacific Corporation

$145.73

58.2%

$9,068.3

$8,433.4

$4,135.3

$671.7

16.2%

2.0x

12.6x

Church & Dwight Co., Inc.

$83.00

86.2%

$20,380.1

$22,361.9

$5,046.3

$1,159.4

23.0%

4.4x

19.3x

Colgate-Palmolive Company

$75.80

87.7%

$63,938.3

$71,295.3

$17,081.0

$4,629.0

27.1%

4.2x

15.4x

$7.72

73.6%

$6,300.0

$13,175.1

$4,629.9

$864.8

18.7%

2.8x

15.2x

e.l.f. Beauty, Inc.

$29.58

93.4%

$1,533.0

$1,620.3

$350.6

$44.7

12.8%

4.6x

NM

Edgewell Personal Care Company

$35.03

75.4%

$1,904.3

$2,778.3

$2,032.9

$355.9

17.5%

1.4x

7.8x

$77.19

96.1%

$2,443.4

$2,513.3

$750.8

$170.7

22.7%

3.3x

14.7x

$160.25

89.1%

$421,855.3

$428,354.3

$89,190.0

$30,959.0

34.7%

4.8x

13.8x

$57.94

81.0%

$27,456.3

$27,283.2

$12,525.4

$2,384.9

19.0%

2.2x

11.4x

$410.25

87.5%

$228,785.1

$226,053.7

$35,703.3

$8,984.1

25.2%

NM

25.2x

$22.14

73.6%

$9,418.4

$14,931.4

$10,385.0

$1,678.5

16.2%

1.4x

8.9x

$40.07

62.8%

$2,008.9

$2,216.9

$2,832.6

$437.6

15.4%

0.8x

5.1x

$10.14

53.4%

$515.0

$3,850.8

$2,046.1

$179.6

8.8%

1.9x

21.4x

Shiseido Company, Limited

$65.27

88.5%

$26,073.0

$27,873.4

$9,107.9

$991.4

10.9%

3.1x

28.1x

The Honest Company, Inc.

$9.33

39.1%

$842.2

$785.1

$311.4

NM

NA

2.5x

NM

The Procter & Gamble Company

$142.32

96.7%

$345,597.9

$369,293.9

$76,118.0

$21,848.0

28.7%

4.9x

16.9x

Tupperware Brands Corporation

$23.40

60.6%

$1,167.5

$1,785.2

$1,891.8

$426.2

22.5%

0.9x

4.2x

$380.87

91.8%

$20,703.2

$21,786.0

$7,656.5

$1,784.1

23.3%

2.8x

12.2x

$52.38

77.9%

$134,820.1

$163,957.9

$60,233.6

$12,950.0

21.5%

2.7x

12.7x

Mean

20.2%

2.8x

14.4x

Median

20.3%

2.8x

13.8x

18.1%

2.1x

11.3x

Coty Inc.

Inter Parfums, Inc.
Johnson & Johnson
Kao Corporation
L'Oréal S.A.
Newell Brands Inc.
Nu Skin Enterprises, Inc.
Revlon, Inc.

Ulta Beauty, Inc.
Unilever PLC

EV = enterprise value; LTM = last twelve months
$ in millions, except per share data
NM = Not Meaningful
Highlight indicates trading above 90% of 52wk high

Harmonic Mean

LTM

EV / LTM
Revenue

EBITDA

Source: Capital IQ as October 11, 2021
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BUYER UNIVERSE
Capstone has developed intricate knowledge of the strategic and financial buyer universe through ongoing
conversations with industry participants. If you would like to learn more about relevant buyers in your sector,
please reach out to Managing Director Ken Wasik or Director Tracy Patch.

Leading Strategic Buyers

Leading Financial Buyers

Source: Capstone Research
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BEAUTY & WELLNESS REPORT CONTRIBUTORS
Kenneth Wasik
Managing Director, Head of Consumer Investment Banking
kwasik@capstonepartners.com | 917-434-6124
Ken joined Capstone to lead the Consumer Investment Banking practice. He brings
nearly 25 years of investment banking experience including domestic and international
mergers & acquisitions, initial and secondary offerings of public companies, debt raises
and private placements for his clients. He has helped raise over $10 billion in capital for
clients during his career. Ken regularly presents at consumer industry conferences and
has testified twice as an expert witness on consumer brands. He joins Capstone Partners
from Stephens Investment Bank, where he started and led the Consumer Products
Group. Ken is a Series 79 Registered Investment Banking Representative and holds an
MBA in Finance from Columbia University and a BS in Accounting from St. Joseph’s
University.

Tracy Patch
Director
tpatch@capstonepartners.com | 949-220-0540
Tracy is a Director in the Orange County office. She possesses 17 years of experience in
middle market investment banking, working on both domestic and cross-border
transactions, focusing on the Personal Care industry and other Manufacturing and
Industrial targets. Prior to Capstone Partners, Tracy worked as a senior banking
professional in Morgan Stanley Smith Barney’s Capital Strategies Group and its
predecessor, Citi Capital Strategies. She also worked in the hedge fund industry with
Collins/Bay Island Securities LLC and Talisman Capital. Tracy holds at MBA in Finance
from Pepperdine University and a BS in Finance from Miami University of Ohio.

Connor McLeod
Research Manager
cmcleod@capstonepartners.com | 617-619-3319
Connor currently serves as Research Manager at Capstone Partners. Connor provides
M&A insights, capital markets analysis, and macroeconomic trends for C-suite middle
market executives. He specializes in the coverage of the Healthcare and Consumer &
Retail industries. Prior to joining the Research Team at Capstone, Connor was a specialist
with the Investor Services team at BlackRock where he was responsible for assessing
fund and account performance, communicating relevant market dynamics, and
facilitating trades for shareholders, financial advisors, and institutional clients.
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FIRM TRACK RECORD
Capstone maintains an active presence in the Beauty & Wellness sectors with in-depth knowledge of
the buyer universe and business characteristics that drive premium valuations in an M&A process. Our
frequent conversations with industry participants provide us with increased transparency into market
trends and buyer preferences. A sampling of Capstone’s closed and active deals are outlined below.

CONFIDENTIAL
CORPORATE SALE

HAS BEEN ACQUIRED BY

HAS BEEN ACQUIRED BY

PROVIDER OF
INTIMACY
PRODUCTS

AN UNDISCLOSED
STRATEGIC BUYER

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

HAS ACQUIRED

a portfolio company of

HAS PARTNERED WITH

HAS BEEN ACQUIRED BY

HAS BEEN ACQUIRED BY

HAS BEEN ACQUIRED BY

UNDISCLOSED
FAMILY OFFICE

HAS BEEN ACQUIRED BY

HAS BEEN ACQUIRED BY

HAS BEEN ACQUIRED BY

HAS BEEN ACQUIRED BY
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Common Goals. Uncommon Results.
Disclosure
This report is a periodic compilation of certain economic and corporate information, as well as completed and announced merger and
acquisition activity. Information contained in this report should not be construed as a recommendation to sell or buy any security. Any
reference to or omission of any reference to any company in this report should not be construed as a recommendation to buy, sell or
take any other action with respect to any security of any such company. We are not soliciting any action with respect to any security
or company based on this report. The report is published solely for the general information of clients and friends of Capstone
Partners. It does not take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situation or needs of individual recipients.
Certain transactions, including those involving early-stage companies, give rise to substantial risk and are not suitable for all investors.
This report is based upon information that we consider reliable, but we do not represent that it is accurate or complete, and it should not
be relied upon as such. Prediction of future events is inherently subject to both known and unknown risks and other factors that may
cause actual results to vary materially. We are under no obligation to update the information contained in this report. Opinions
expressed are our present opinions only and are subject to change without notice. Additional information is available upon request.
The companies mentioned in this report may be clients of Capstone Partners. The decisions to include any company in this report is
unrelated in all respects to any service that Capstone Partners may provide to such company. This report may not be copied or
reproduced in any form or redistributed without the prior written consent of Capstone Partners. The information contained herein should
not be construed as legal advice.
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Market Presence
With a long-established U.S. footprint, together with an international partner
platform, we provide clients with broad expertise and access to key market
relationships on a global basis. Our presence is backed by ~200 professionals in the
U.S. with 450+ professionals across 43 countries.

218

$12.5B

30%

M&A transactions
completed in 2020

aggregate
transaction value

of our deals
are crossborder

6th
globally ranked for
deals under $500m

$65.1M

51

65%

average
transaction
value

deals involving foreign
private equity firms

completed with a
European partner

International

United States
170+ professionals
12 offices

450+ professionals
60+ offices in 43 countries

Boston · Chicago · Dallas ·
Denver Detroit · Los Angeles ·
New York Orange County ·
Philadelphia Richmond · San
Diego · Tampa

Asia: China · India · Japan · Thailand
Africa: Congo · Egypt · Ghana · Ivory Coast · Mauritius · Morocco · Nigeria · Senegal · South Africa
Americas: Toronto · Vancouver · Argentina · Brazil · Chile · Colombia · Mexico · Panama & Central
America · Peru
Europe: Belgium · Bosnia & Herzegovina · Croatia · Czech Republic · Finland · France · Germany ·
Hungary · Ireland
Italy · Netherlands · Poland · Portugal · Russia · Serbia · Slovakia · Slovenia · Spain · Sweden ·
United Kingdom

capstonepartners.com

